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Abstract. High-energy neutrino astronomy will probe the working of the most violent
phenomena in the Universe. The Giant Radio Array for Neutrino Detection (GRAND)
project consists of an array of ∼ 105 radio antennas deployed over ∼ 200 000 km2 in
a mountainous site. It aims at detecting high-energy neutrinos via the measurement
of air showers induced by the decay in the atmosphere of  leptons produced by the
interaction of cosmic neutrinos under the Earth surface. Our objective with GRAND is to
reach a neutrino sensitivity of 5 × 10−11E−2 GeV−1 cm−2 s−1 sr−1 above 3 × 1016 eV. This
sensitivity ensures the detection of cosmogenic neutrinos in the most pessimistic source
models, and up to 100 events per year are expected for the standard models. GRAND would
also probe the neutrino signals produced at the potential sources of UHECRs.
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1. Detection method
Cosmic νs can produce  particles underground through charged current interaction. s travel to
the surface of the Earth and decay in the atmosphere, generating Earth-skimming extensive air
showers (EAS)1 [1, 2]. Coherent electromagnetic radiation is associated to the shower development
at frequencies of a few to hundreds of MHz at a detectable level for showers with E  1017 eV.
The strong beaming of the electromagnetic emission combined with the transparency of the
atmosphere to radio waves will allow the radio-detection of EAS initiated by  decays at distances up
to several tens of kilometers. Radio antennas are thus ideal instruments for this purpose. Furthermore,
they offer practical advantages (limited unit cost, easiness of deployment, ...) that allow the deployment
of an array over very large areas, as required by the expected low neutrino rate.
Remote sites, with low electromagnetic background, should obviously be considered for the array
location. In addition, mountain ranges are preferred, first because they offer an additional target for the
neutrinos, and also because mountain slopes are better suited to the detection of horizontal showers
compared to flat areas, parallel to the showers trajectories.
GRAND antennas are foreseen to operate in the 30–100 MHz frequency band. An extension of the
antenna bandwidth up to 200 or 300 MHz would enable to observe the Cherenkov ring associated with
the air shower, that represents a sizable fraction of the total electromagnetic signal and may provide an
unambiguous signature for background rejection.
2. GRAND layout and neutrino sensitivity
We present here a preliminary evaluation of the potential of GRAND for the detection of cosmic
neutrinos. We initially simulated the response of a setup of 40 000 antennas deployed on a square layout
of 60 000 km2 in a remote mountainous area (Tianshan mountains, XinJiang, China).
Simulation method. We perform a 1D tracking of a primary ν, simulated down to the converted 
decay. Standard rock with a density of 2.65 g/cm3 is assumed down to sea level and the Earth core
is modeled with the Preliminary Reference Earth Model [3]. The simulation of the Deep Inelastic
Scattering of the neutrinos is performed with Pythia6.4, using the CTEQ5d probability distribution
functions (PDF) combined with [4] for cross section calculations. The propagation of the produced  is
simulated using randomized values from parameterizations of GEANT4.9 PDFs for  path length and
proper time. Photonuclear interactions in GEANT4.9 have been extended above PeV energies following
[5]. The  decay is simulated using the TAUOLA package.
For the time being only an analytical treatment of EAS radio detection has been performed. ZHAireS
simulations [6] of horizontal showers have been used to parametrize the distance at which radio
antennas may detect EAS radio emissions. Assuming an aggressive (conservative) detection threshold
a = 30 V/m (c = 100 V/m), it was found that a conical detection volume centered on the shower
axis could be considered, with a half-angle between 1.4◦ (0.9◦) for a shower energy Esh = 1017 eV and
4.7◦ (3.8◦) for Esh = 3 × 1020 eV and a distance to the  decay point between 14 and 90 km (45 km)
for Esh = 1017 eV, and between 14 and 300 km (200 km) for Esh = 3 × 1020 eV. We considered that a
shower is detected if a cluster of 8 neighbouring antennas or more is inside this detection volume and in
direct view of the  decay point.
Note that the Cherenkov effect is not taken into account in this study. This will be done in the
up-coming full Monte-Carlo study of the GRAND neutrino sensitivity.
1 Other neutrino flavors can be neglected as the electron range in matter at these energies is too short and the muon decay length
too large compared to flight distances underground.
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Figure 1. Left: effective area of the 60 000 km2 simulated set-up averaged over azimuth angle  as a function
of zenith angle  for various initial ν energies (plain line: 1017.5 eV, dashed: 1018.5 eV, dash-dotted: 1019.5 eV,
dotted:1020.5 eV). Zenith angles > 90◦ correspond here to down-going trajectories. Right: differential sensitivity
limit of the 60 000 km2 simulated setup (dashed line, thin: conservative, thick: aggressive), of the projected 3 times
larger GRAND array (thick line), and for other instruments (thin lines), and estimated theoretical cosmogenic
neutrino fluxes for one neutrino flavor [8].
Results and implications. Assuming a 3-year observation on an area of 60 000 km2 with no neutrino
candidate, a 90% C.L. integral limit of 6.6 × 10−10 (1.3 × 10−9) GeV−1 cm−2 s−1 can be derived for an
E−2 neutrino flux in our aggressive (conservative) scenario.
This preliminary analysis also demonstrates that mountains constitute a sizable target for neutrinos,
with ∼50% of down-going events, corresponding to neutrinos interacting inside the mountains (Fig. 1).
It also appears that specific parts of the array (large mountains slopes facing another mountain range at
distances of 30–80 km) are associated with a detection rate well above the average. We thus realized that
a factor of 10 improvement in sensitivity – corresponding to cosmogenic neutrinos event rates between 1
to 100 per year – may be reached with a factor 3 increase in the detector area only, provided the detector
is composed of several sub-arrays of smaller size (few 10 000 km2) deployed solely on favorable sites.
This is the envisioned GRAND setup.
The expected angular resolution on the arrival direction of the events detected was computed
analytically following [7]. A mean resolution of 0.05◦ should be achievable for a 3 ns precision on
the antenna trigger timing. Energy estimation will be challenging, mainly because the  decay point is
unknown. The very specific ground pattern of the electric field amplitude and polarization associated
with ν-induced EAS should provide a very efficient tool for the discrimination of background (very
inclined EAS induced by UHECRs or events of anthropic origin for example). This shall be tested on
an engineering array of size ∼1000 km2. This array will obviously be too small to perform a neutrino
search, but cosmic rays should be detected above 1018 eV. Their reconstructed properties will enable us
to validate this stage, if found to be compatible with expectations.
3. High-energy neutrino astronomy with GRAND and other
science cases
UHECRs are likely produced in extragalactic sources, given the strength of Galactic magnetic fields
and the lack of correlations with the Galactic plane. Some fraction of their energy is converted to high-
energy neutrinos through the decay of charged pions produced by interactions with ambient matter and
radiation. This can happen in the source environment or during the flight in the intergalactic medium
(cosmogenic neutrinos). The range of expected cosmogenic neutrino fluxes can be calculated precisely,
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and depends mostly on parameters inherent to the cosmic rays (Fig. 1) [8]. The calculated level of high-
energy neutrino fluxes produced at the sources depends on the modeling of the acceleration region, but
robust flux estimates have recently been derived for some sources [9–12], arguing that many scenarios
can be tested with increased sensitivities.
The sensitivity of GRAND should guarantee the detection of cosmogenic EeV neutrinos. For
reasonable source scenarios (Fig. 1), GRAND aims at collecting up to 100 events per year above 1017 eV.
The ideal way to identify high-energy neutrino sources would be to observe a point source – a transient
source is a likely candidate due to the power and density constraints from UHECR observations (e.g.,
[13]). GRAND opens this possibility with its excellent spatial resolution.
Given its effective area, GRAND would also be the largest UHECR observatory on ground,
and should provide valuable information to help resolve these puzzles if precision of reconstructed
parameters is satisfactory. Determination of the UHECR composition in particular is a key issue.
Detailed simulation studies will be performed to estimate performances reachable by GRAND.
The large array size and the frequency range of GRAND – if extended to 300 MHz – could be
profitable for other physics goals (such as the study of the Epoch of Reionization [14] or the search for
Fast Radio Bursts [15]). We are presently assessing the technical cost of pushing the detector towards
these directions.
4. Conclusion
The GRAND project aims at building a next-generation neutrino telescope composed of radio antennas
deployed over ∼ 200 000 km2. Preliminary simulations indicate that a sensitivity guaranteeing the
detection of cosmogenic neutrinos may be achievable. GRAND would also be a powerful instrument for
UHECR detection at energy 1019 eV. Work is ongoing to determine precisely the achievable scientific
goals and the corresponding technical constraints.
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